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Blauer 

"Wear What The Cops Do"

Blauer USA brings its finest collection to Genoa, with the boutique at

Roma Street. A brand for the American cops, navy and army since 1936,

Blauer extends it collection for everyone now. The stylish jackets,

trousers, and sunglasses are a symbol of marked and high end fashion.

The apparel line is designed to last long with an uncompromising look.

The garments are resistant to extreme climate and are meant for outdoor

use. It's time you get that slick, incognito look.

 +39 010 595 5133  www.blauer.it/  Roma Street 34, Genoa

 by michaelvito   

DEV Boutique 

"Shopping For Style"

DEV Boutique is a stylish outlet in the City, parading a fine designer line

for men and women. Jackets, trousers, shirts, tops and skirts, all strike a

polished note with exemplary designs and classy edges. Top brands such

as Fay, Hogan, Tod's, pool their collection here. The women's section also

displays stylish bags, purses and shoes. The men's section houses

designer wallets, belts and shoes. The beautiful, two-storied store

provides a slick and chic shopping experience, along with a personal

shopper that attends to your specific shopping requirements.

 +39 010 595 4648  www.devboutique.com/boutique/ge

nova

 Roma Street 40, Genoa

 by mikefats   

Box 86 

"Jeans' Shop"

This jeans shop is a part of the city's history. The world's most fashionable

jeans have been sold here since the 70's: Wrangler, Fiorucci, Levi's. The

shop still offers quality and up to date items from the most trendy labels in

casual unisex clothing. There are only few different brands of shoe, but

they are the label which are in demand. The "girls only" section has many

original designs and materials which are at the forefront of the young

fashions of the future.

 +39 010 580 054  Piazza della Vittoria 86, Genoa
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